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ABSTRACT 

Neuroimaging has revitalized the quest for the neurobi-
ology of schizophrenia.The various neuroimaging modalities
used in research are described including CT, MRI, PET,
SPECT, fMRI, and DTI. Prominent and consistent
neuroanatomical findings in the neuroimaging literature of
schizophrenia are outlined. These findings, including
enlargement of the lateral ventricles, undersized superior
temporal gyrus, and prefrontal abnormalities, are supported
with neuropathological studies of schizophrenia.
Additionally, these findings are correlated with the clinical
symptoms of schizophrenia. Neurochemical imaging studies
of schizophrenia are reviewed and noted to support
dopaminergic dysregulation consistent with the dopamine
hypothesis. Finally, current and near-future clinical 
uses of neuroimaging are described. Mental Fitness.
2004;3(3):24-31.

INTRODUCTION 

Schizophrenia is a disorder characterized by the
presence of hallucinations (primarily auditory), delu-
sions, disorganized thought, disorganized behavior,
and negative symptoms including social withdrawal
and thought poverty.1 Schizophrenia affects approxi-
mately one percent of the population worldwide, and
cases of schizophrenia were described by the Egyptians
as early as 2000 BCE.2 Despite this frequency of occur-
rence over centuries of observation, schizophrenia
remains a medical condition with an elusive etiology.
In the late 20th century with the advent of
neuroimaging, medical science has made some
advances toward elucidating aspects of this disorder.

This article summarizes the neuroimaging findings in
schizophrenia from the first CT imaging study in 1976
to the newest imaging modalities of the 21st century.

A REVIEW OF NEUROIMAGING
TECHNIQUES 

CT (computed tomography) provided the medical
community with the first quality in vivo structural
images of the brain (Figure 1). In 1976, the first CT
study of patients with schizophrenia demonstrated
abnormally large lateral ventricles.3 This study was
paramount and revitalized the search for the neurobi-
ology of schizophrenia. This finding of enlarged lateral
ventricles has since been consistently replicated.

In 1984, the first MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) of schizophrenia was published.4 MRI studies
confirmed prior CT studies demonstrating enlarged
lateral ventricles (Figure 2). MRI proved to be superior
to CT in that MRI provided greater resolution as well
as improved gray and white matter differentiation.
MRI also allowed subcortical regions to be visualized
in vivo for the first time. With the superior qualities of
MRI, researchers have been able to investigate specific
brain regions. Interestingly, finding abnormally smaller
volume of the superior temporal gyrus, an auditory
association area, in patients with schizophrenia corre-
lates with the presence of auditory hallucinations.5,6

The 1980s brought forward functional imaging
with PET (positron emission tomography). Functional
neuroimaging took us a step beyond structural imaging
in that it allows researchers to image brain activity.
PET utilizes a radiotracer and measures either regional
cerebral blood flow or cerebral glucose metabolism,
both of which are an indication of neuronal activation.
PET studies have demonstrated hypometabolism of
the frontal cortex in patients with schizophrenia
(Figure 3).7 Later PET studies confirmed this finding
in young, medication free, actively psychotic patients
with schizophrenia and additionally correlated this
frontal hypometabolism to the negative symptoms of
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